ROADWAY TACTICS: AVOIDING PREVENTABLE FATAL BEHAVIORS
TO FIND A CLASS AND REGISTER

FOR INFORMATION ON 30-DAY AGENCY RENTAL

More officers are killed and injured in and around their vehicles than by felonious assaults. To reduce
these numbers, we need to look at making effective changes with respect to roadway activities. That
starts with this course!
Roadway Tactics takes a new approach to training by teaching students through successful events rather
than learning only from the tragedies in law enforcement. This course focuses on roadway dangers that
go beyond “watch your speed”. Including everything from operating motor vehicles on patrol and
pursuits, to emergency responses and positioning on stops, directing traffic and assisting on accident
scenes.
Offered for your convenience in an abbreviated 3-hour online program, a one-day, eight (8) hour training
course – as well as a two-day, sixteen (16) hour Trainer Certification Program, this course offers new
strategies and tactics that will enhance any agency’s current EVO training program.
As Gordon Graham notes – “If it’s predictable, it’s preventable.” This course is designed to prevent the
unnecessary injuries that occur all too frequently.
Current events and relevant supporting material that meet the professional needs of law enforcement is
the foundation for reconstruction. Course topics will include, but not be limited to
Topics we’ll cover include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current Police Culture
Patrol Stops: Quantity or Quality
How Stress Affects Driving and Response Behavior
Complacency: Are You Even A ware?
Officer Involved Case Studies
Realistic Training Programs fo r Today’s Modern Policing
Non-Emergency Driving to Pu rsuits
Sudden and Intense Events
Criminal Interdiction on Patrol
High Risk Stops
Officer Ambushes
Watch Your Speed: What Do The Stats Tell Us?
Reconstructing Current Culture

For Information on Online Training, contact : linda@calibrepress.com

630-460-3247

For Information on In-Person Classes, contact: kelsey@calibrepress.com

630-730-2724

